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Cutting-Edge “Space Garden” Equipment on International Space
Station Developed by Sierra Nevada Corporation
Advanced Plant Habitat Launch Brings New Technology and Crops to Space
SPARKS, Nev. (April 24, 2017) – A cutting-edge, automated
“space garden” called the Advanced Plant Habitat (APH)
launched for the International Space Station (ISS) and safely
berthed to the ISS on Saturday. Jointly designed by Sierra
Nevada Corporation’s (SNC) ORBITEC team and NASA
engineers, the APH will grow new crops and science
experiments critical to space agriculture and bio production
research.
“Knowing how to grow fresh food and plants to process air and
water for life support is critical to the future of humans being
able to live in space for long periods of time. We are delighted
APH prototype with dwarf wheat and
to help create the technology that makes future human
Arabidopsis. (Credit: KSC NASA)
spaceflight more cost effective,” said Tom Crabb, vice
president of SNC’s ORBITEC business unit, a part of SNC’s
Space Systems.
The APH will provide the environmental conditions to grow plants in microgravity, test new technologies
and conduct controlled science experiments, which are expected to be key in making agriculture and
fresh food more prominent in extended space exploration. Information and technology from APH will
also be used in other space biology experiments, where specific growing conditions are beneficial or
required.
The new system is the next generation of biological systems, the largest of its kind, providing longduration plant science capabilities. It’s self-contained and automated, which significantly reduces the
required crew time to grow plants and ideally will lead to a more reliable and fruitful crop at harvest.
APH builds on previous experience with controlled microgravity environments, including the successful
Biomass Production System flown in 2003 and significant advancements from the previous VEGGIE
payload, which was also developed and fabricated by SNC’s ORBITEC, alongside NASA. VEGGIE
provided the first fresh food to NASA astronauts on the ISS. While VEGGIE crops are working well, the
APH is more sophisticated because it takes away the open environment variable.
The plant habitat is about the size of a small kitchen oven with precise controls of the shoot and root
environments and the system easily integrates into existing ISS infrastructure for sustainable
operations.
How it Works
• The APH closely controls and regulates parameters such as temperature, humidity, light levels,
photoperiods, moisture provided to specimens, CO2 levels, ethylene levels and air flow.
• The APH system uses red, blue, green and a broad spectrum of white LED lights.
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Among other plants, Arabidopsis seeds will be grown, which are small flowering plants related
to cabbage and mustard. Changes in this plant type are easily observed, making it a very
useful model.
Data gathered from 180 sensors within the habitat will be relayed back in-real time to NASA’s
Kennedy Space Center (KSC).
Images from three cameras will be available for periodic photographs.
APH will provide a trove of other data for bioscience research.

Engineers from SNC’s ORBITEC, located in Madison, Wisconsin, spent nearly five years on APH,
refining technologies with KSC and honing in on a design that would allow the system to be treated like
a plug-and-play unit and comprise of subsystems that could be easily removed and replaced. The new
unit is an important milestone in proving that plants can be grown on a large scale in a space
environment with little to no supervision.
Portions of the APH were launched as part of the Orbital ATK Cygnus pressurized cargo module by a
United Launch Alliance rocket from Space Launch Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station in
Florida. SNC also manufactures the Passive Common Berthing Mechanism (PCBM) which allowed
Cygnus to conduct a pressurized berthing and mating to the ISS. The Cygnus module is also equipped
with the SNC visual cueing LED external lights. This is SNC and Orbital ATK’s seventh successful use
of the PCPM and visual cueing lighting for missions to the ISS.
About Sierra Nevada Corporation
Sierra Nevada Corporation (SNC) provides customer-focused technology solutions in the areas of aerospace,
aviation, electronics and systems integration. SNC has been honored as one of “The World’s Top 10 Most
Innovative Companies in Space,” and one of America’s fastest growing companies. SNC’s Space Systems
business area based in Louisville, Colorado, designs and manufactures advanced spacecraft, space vehicles,
rocket motors and spacecraft subsystems and components for the U.S. Government, commercial customers, as
well as for the international market. SNC has more than 25 years of space heritage, participating in more than 450
successful space missions and delivering 4,000+ systems, subsystems and components around the world.
For more information on SNC visit www.sncorp.com and follow us at Facebook.com/SierraNevCorp and Twitter
@SierraNevCorp. Sierra Nevada Corporation and SNC are trademarks of Sierra Nevada Corporation.
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